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1- Nose counting means ……
1. margin of error

2. population base

3. growth

4. census

2- Aboriginal and …… are synonyms.
1. spatial

2. native

3. setback

4. exodus

3. region

4. abode

3. places

4. limits

3. radiate

4. embark

3. separate

4. attractive

3- Realm and …… are synonyms.
1. mass

2. resident

4- Confines and …… are synonyms.
1. sites

2. plots

5- Force and …… are synonyms.
1. impel

2. via

6- Discrete and …… are synonyms.
1. mirror

2. prevent

7- The study of cities and other urban places is complicated by problems of definition and

terminology. In this sentence terminology means:
1.  

2.  

3.  

4. 

8- He learned from an analysis of one aspect of urban life: the rent that people in residential areas

pay. What means rent?
1. 

2.  

3.  

4. 

9- In many low-lying areas of Western Europe, villages are positioned on dikes and levees, so that

they often take on linear configuration. What does it mean by saying low-lying areas?
1.  ! " #

2. $ %&'

3. $ ()

4. * %+  ,

10- Miserable living conditions for urban immigrants notwithstanding, the world’s cities continue to

beckon. What means Miserable living conditions?
1. $ - 

2. . . / 

3. . .0 "1

4. $ . 

11- Parts of the poverty-stricken rural South in the United States remain comparatively remote from

the effects of U.S. economic growth. What means poverty-stricken?
1.  23
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2.  43 

3. % #
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12- England had the know-how, the experience, the capital, and the raw materials. What means the

know-how?
1. %50

2.  

3. 6

4.   

13- Cotton, wool, silk, and nylon threads are the main raw materials for a textile mill. threads in this

sentence means:
1. 78

2. .9  ..

3. .9  43

4.  

14- They are confined to a small plot of soil from which they must wrest the means to survive. The

Persian equavalent of means in this sentence is:
1. .+  

2. 

3. : 

4. !;

15- With daybreak, the animals wander off but the dangers bring them back. What means daybreak?
1.  

2. <

3. 

4. = >

16- Early immigrant had decimated the indigenous population by forced exodus as slaves. What

means slaves?
1.  

2. %5

3. ? 0

4. @43

17- At present, about 114 million babies are born, and about 48 million people die every year. This

means that we are adding approximately …… million inhabitants to the world population every
year.
1. 66

2. 162

3. 90

4. 2.4

18- If government stops subsidizing essential goods, prices will …… a lot.
1. keep down

2. fix

3. rise

4. not change

19- Researchers try to understand why some crop …… are better in one area than others.
1. setback

2. fertilize

3. agrarian

4. yields

20- The …… is a person who starts or organizes a commercial enterprise especially one that has

financial risk.
1. rich

2. entrepreneur

3. merchant

4. emigrant

21- A(n) …… is a factory that produces woven or machine-knitted cloth.
1. metallurgical

2. odometer

3. textile mill

4. skill-pool center
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22- Iranian carpets are …… to have the highest quality and beauty in the world.
1. acknowledged

2. accelerated

3. precipitated

4. smelted

23- A map consists of different …… spots that indicate the location of various towns and cities.
1. underscore

2. slum

3. tenement

4. separate

3. urbanization

4. suburbs

3. expectations

4. arrivals

24- A(n) …… is a person who lives in a city.
1. urbanite

2. urban

25- People migrate to cities with …… of a better life.
1. trends

2. orders

26- A new health insurance …… has been proposed for the people in rural areas.
1. sanitation

2. scheme

3. communal

4. social

27- Villages may be viewed as lying along a continuum, extending from the most …… to the most

private and individualistic.
1. economic

2. communal

3. hamlet

4. farmstead

28- In the …… countries of the southern hemisphere, ranchers raises great herds of cattle and sheep.
1. southernmost

2. increment

3. temper

4. defuse

29- There was an inﬂuenza …… which began in 1917 and ended in 1919.
1. health

2. outbreak

3. epidemic

4. sewage

30- Natural …… such as floods, earthquake, storms, etc., kill a great number of people each year.
1. disaster

3  از3 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. environmental

3. ridden
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